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 Time to celebrate! The solstice is here! Let’s plan a feast featuring a 
tantalizing array of food, special guests and a heartfelt burst of patriotism as we 
commemorate the 4th of July. Cancer is the sign of the month. Honor Cancer birthday 
celebrants with a favorite memory, music and a beautiful meal. Reflect on whatever 
stirs your heart and allow your nurturing side to the cherished people in your life.  
 

IMPORTANT DATE 
  

JULY 4: Independence Day                                                     
  

ANNOUNCEMENTS: Congratulations to ML on winning May’s drawing of the 2017 Herbal 
Almanac. Monthly drawings are open to all clients who book a consultation of one hour or 
more. June’s award will be a $10 coupon to use toward your next appointment or a 
downloaded report. A birthday shout-out goes to MB, AS, DG, PL, MZ and me. NOTE: No office 
hours July 3-5. 

 
 Cyber threats continue to be populated with “bad apples” trying to fake their way into 
your data and your electronic devices. Be sure you don’t click on any links that lure you with 
familiar captions. Security experts are on high alert to catch those breaches. If you receive 
unexpected e-mail from known vendors asking that you update your information, ignore any 
links and contact the firm directly. Avoid Phishing scams with: unusual sender addresses – 
they look real but have some odd discrepancy; lack of personalization from a firm that says 
your account was compromised; unusual URLs could mean the scammer wants you to click on 
it to go to their website; misspellings – one of the biggest clues that a scammer is after your 
data and wants you to think they are the “real deal” in the message they are sending. Never 
send or respond to chain mail.  
 

CANCER and THE YEAR AHEAD 
  
 Happy Birthday, Cancer! You are the first Water Sun Sign in the Zodiac; your 
sign rules the 4th House of home and family, people who live with you, foundations, 
what your home’s vibration is like, base of operations, household matters including 
decorating, design, renovation and real estate; mother and sometimes father, your 
sixth sense, gardening, landscaping or plants, and your emotional temperature along 
with your responsiveness to others’ plights. This section of the chart showcases parts 
of your life and personality that describe how you interact with family members, work 
through issues and solve related problems; what you like to do around the house; 
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people you connect with in the home; how you prepare meals and what you eat; 
cooking skills and kitchen equipment. Many a Cancer is a chef in training. Born under 
the sign of the Crab, you are both a water sign and the second Cardinal sign and came 
here to explore and share the depth of your feelings some of which may be repressed 
in your shyer years. The Moon is your ruler and its house and sign in your chart shows 
how you display your personality. You push hard to meet goals. Sometimes you are 
very moody and crawl back into your “crabby” shell to get more sleep or escape a bad 
relationship. This year the Sun enters your sign on June 21 at 12:24 AM EDT and leaves 
on July 22 at 11:15 AM EDT.  
 

Jupiter represents areas where you feel adventurous, enthusiastic, optimistic, and 
prosperous. As we enter your Sun sign territory Jupiter in Libra is wrapping up a few 
loose ends in your solar 4th House of home and family where you encounter plenty of 
action as you deal with matters related to household members, oversee home 
projects, spend money on new furnishings, or provide advice and counsel to loved 
ones. During this period, certain Cancers will be taking in roommates, refining existing 
space, moving in with someone, marrying, or welcoming a new family member. Other 
Cancers may be doing a juggling act with career or lifestyle demands prominent in 
your lives. Enjoy the remaining months of Jupiter in Libra until it moves to Scorpio on 
October 10 and occupies your solar 5th House of children, fun, games, recreation, 
social life, romance, speculation, sports, risk-taking and vacation. Saturn in 
Sagittarius is retrograde during this month in your solar 6th house of work, health, 
daily environments, colleagues, pets and nutrition. Those of you born July 13-15 
feel the impact most and may be altering routines. Since Saturn stays in a sign for 2-
1/2 years, you could feel overwhelmed by the never-ending responsibilities, juggling 
of assignments, engaging in diverse tasks or holding down two jobs. Scheduling and 
organization are the key to your success; say “no” when you are on overload. Health 
matters may need attention and you will be undergoing tests; visits to specialists are 
on the horizon to find answers for physical problems that need resolution. Uranus in 
Aries all year travels through your Solar 10th House of career and life status creating 
unexpected career and life circumstances. Who or what has been holding you back? 
Those of you born July 11-23 feel the most impact from this transit and will most likely 
shed the unwanted baggage. Uranus demands action and speeds up the process so get 
ready. And if you have planets from mid-to late Cancer, Aries, Capricorn or Libra 
degrees you feel the brunt of the intense, unpredictable energy. Remember, you don’t 
have to please everyone who crosses your path.  Be aware that Uranus is traveling in 
hard aspect to Pluto in your solar 7th House of partners making activity high in the 
major action houses (1, 7, 10, and 4). Breathe through the intensity by practicing 
yoga, deep breathing, meditation, and exercise to lower your blood pressure and 
create calmer space. Uranus remains in Aries through 2019. Embrace personal power. 
Neptune in residence in its home sign, Pisces (very compatible to your Cancer Sun) 
is now retrograde in your solar 9th House of advanced education, journalism, 
accelerated business plans, foreigners, medical and legal specialists, politics, 
publishing, in-laws, long-distance travel, and spirituality where it will remain until 
2025. This transit especially affects those of you born June 30-July 7 and highlights the 
philosophical side of your life. Many Cancers will crave watery locations, beach visits, 
dinners on the water, cruises or the sound of a waterfall. Others benefit from the 
presence of kindred spirits and long-anticipated reunions that nurture the soul. Each 
of us has a blood family as well as a spiritual family of souls who share lifetimes of 
memories. Those of you who are more laidback benefit from changing routines and 
really integrating the positive shift this Neptune aspect brings you. Trust your intuition 
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– Neptune heightens it. Be sure to contain co-dependent relationships where dreamers 
fritter away their time; you will eliminate significant chaos while shedding others’ 
problems. Seek professional guidance in career, educational and lifestyle matters. 
Save your energy for joyful plans and get-togethers with positive people. Pluto in 
Capricorn connects with Cancers born July 7-13 in your solar 7th House of business, 
personal and romantic partners; medical practitioners and advisors, roommates, 
collaborators, the public, consultants and legal practitioners. If you are looking for a 
partnership commitment, this could be the year it occurs. Several Cancers have had to 
examine personal and business relationships over the past nine years by ending those 
situations which have run their course. Conversely you may have entered a new 
partnership or it is in a phase of becoming permanent. If you know anything about 
Pluto, you know that when conditions are broken, a replacement is in the wings that is 
much more appropriate for your needs. Take a good hard look at reality. The 
transformative quality of Pluto heals your inner psyche first which leads to a whole 
new you on the outside. If you are a Cancer born with the Sun and some planets in the 
other Cardinal signs, Capricorn, Libra or Aries from the 16th – 21st degree, you will 
experience the impact of Pluto. Check in with your astrologer for greater 
understanding of the upheavals in your chart. With Pluto in Capricorn in your 7th 
House you attract more happiness and stable relationships once you face the truth and 
let go of limitations. Rely on your hard Cancer shell to protect you from vulnerable 
encounters but don’t forget to open it when you are ready to meet new people. 
Cultivate lightheartedness and add joy and humor to your world. Life is good!  
 

 This year’s eclipses affect you as follows: The first eclipse that influenced 
your birthday year was the February 10 Full Moon eclipse in Leo that occurred in 
you solar 2nd House of income, personal development, assets, spending habits, 
resources and what you value. It plays out through late August and beyond. Many 
Cancers may be considering a career move – competing for an internal promotion or 
searching outside the organization; hanging it up and retiring; taking courses to 
compete in a new field or giving a hobby more attention to add balance to your life. 
Members of your sign may be downsizing, selling household items on-line or giving 
sizeable donations of goods to charities or first-time home buyers. The 2nd eclipse of 
2017 is a Solar Eclipse which fell in Pisces on February 26th in your solar 9th house 
of travel, the higher mind, in-laws, legal, political and medical matters, spirituality 
and publishing. You could meet individuals with spiritual belief systems very different 
from your own; may travel to attend institutions of higher learning; apply for a work 
detail; take a dream vacation or cruise; find yourself intensely involved in politics or 
with individuals from foreign cultures or work on a long-planned journal or book. 
Taking a sabbatical or enrolling in job-related training enhances professional 
qualifications. If you are open to a career change, you could move to a new location. 
With Pluto traveling through your solar 7th House of partners, relationships are in a 
state of flux; negotiate to work out differences for greater harmony and assimilation 
of pending changes. The year’s second lunar eclipse falls on August 7 in Aquarius in 
your solar 8th House of estate matters, wills, community property, mutual debt, 
partner’s money, psychological depth, birth, death, sex and regeneration. You 
experience the impact this year and next of the Leo-Aquarius eclipses that occur 
through next year. This position means you could make a monetary commitment such 
as a mortgage or other major investment like an auto or business. Uranus rules 
Aquarius, often a harbinger of sudden change. Make sure you don’t make an impulse 
purchase on a big-ticket item without discussing it with your partner; even if you are 
single, shop carefully. You could also win or inherit money or you or your partner may 
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receive a big bonus. Save it in your rainy-day account. You could be revamping your 
financial plans or looking for additional income. Eligible singles could meet a new 
partner; change your routine and enjoy the close encounters.  Just like the February 
10th eclipse, the second 2017 Solar Eclipse falls on August 21 in Leo in your Solar 
2nd House of assets, income, talent, resources at your disposal and personal 
spending habits. Many Cancers are workaholics and often sacrifice personal 
enjoyment for the demand of the daily grind. Wouldn’t it be great if you could have 
the perfect job and the perfect boss and truly enjoy your work? What are you waiting 
for Cancer; that time is NOW with this powerful eclipse in Leo in your money house. 
Organizing and planning are going to be a big part of your life. You could have a lot on 
your mind and seek options for meeting new challenges. The next full moon eclipse 
to fall in your birthday cycle occurs on January 31 in Leo and again your 2nd House 
of income and assets gets a workout. By now you should be absorbing and integrating 
previous money house impacts and making plans to spend the extra cash or pay off 
debt. What are you doing to drive positive change? The eclipse makes it difficult to do 
nothing when the focus is on your money. The last eclipse in your cycle occurs on 
February 15, a New Moon eclipse in Aquarius in your 8th House of joint finances 
and debt. Reflect on how well you have eliminated debt, added to your financial 
portfolio, earned raises or bonuses, collaborated on joint ventures with partners and 
looked at mortgage options. Several Cancers are either buying or selling real estate; 
many are investing in college for self or children. This eclipse has a strong influence 
through the end of the year into early 2019. Enjoy success in your new job if that is a 
major goal. Use the tool of visualization to attract rewards and happiness. If you are a 
Cancer and have an Ascendant in a sign other than Cancer, book an appointment with 
your astrologer for a deeper look at the opportunities that are unfolding in your life 
during the coming year. This section may apply also to individuals with Cancer on the 
Ascendant or in part to those with multiple Cancer planets.                          
 

 Famous Cancers include: Prince William, Cyndi Lauper, Juliette Lewis, Carson Daly, 
Bruce Campbell, Kris Kristofferson, Meryl Streep, Elizabeth Warren, Randy Jackson, Joss 
Whedon, Anna Paquin, Carly Simon, George Michael, Chris Isaak, Chris O’Donnell, Tobey 
Maguire, John Cusack, Kathy Bates, John Bradshaw, Richard Lewis, Vincent D’Onofrio, Dan 
Aykroyd, Liv Tyler, Pamela Anderson, Princess Diana, Lindsay Lohan, Tom Cruise, Elizabeth 
Hendrickson, Hunter Tylo, Tom Stoppard, Gina Lollobrigida, Geraldo Rivera, Neil Simon, Huey 
Lewis, Edie Falco, Dalai Lama, former President George W. Bush, Sylvester Stallone, 50 Cent, 
Michelle Kwan, Gerald Ford, Ringo Starr, Anjelica Huston, Billy Crudup, Kevin Bacon, Chris 
Cooper, Fred Savage, Jimmy Smits, Jane Lynch, Tom Hanks, Jessica Simpson, Giorgio Armani, 
“Lil Kim”, Bill Cosby, Harrison Ford, Matthew Fox, Forest Whitaker, Linda Ronstadt, Phoebe 
Cates, Chelsie Hightower, Blake Lewis, CC Sabathia, David Hasselhoff, Elizabeth McGovern, 
Arianna Huffington, James Brolin, Nelson Mandela, Carlos Santana, Ali Landry, Jon Lovitz, Rory 
Culkin, Vanessa Lengies, Brandi Chastain, Sandra Oh, Kay Starr, Edward Herrmann, Charlotte 
Gainsbourg, Damian Marley, Gary Trudeau, Alex Trebek, Josh Hartnett, David Spade, Willem 
DaFoe, and Robin Williams.  
  
THE PLANETS’ ACTIVITY JUNE 21-July 22, 2017 
 
 The Summer Solstice occurs on June 21 at 12:24 AM EDT, the longest day of 
the year. The New Moon in Cancer occurs 2 days later. Currently, three retrograde 
planets are traveling the heavens. Jupiter just went direct on June 9 in Libra and 
positively affects Libras born October 5-15 as well as Geminis and Aquarians with 
planets at 13-16 degrees of their signs or with planets in Libra at those degrees. 
Jupiter is in Libra through October 10. Yes, the Ascendant or the Moon count as well. 
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Mercury has a fast transit in Cancer from June 20-July 5 and then moves to Leo 
through July 25th accenting family play time, reunions, sports and entertainment. On 
June 21st, the Sun joins Mercury at 0°Cancer, the World point, an aspect that is 
perfect for making announcements, unveiling secrets or starting an important project; 
communication improves for about a week.  Venus wraps up a stay in Taurus on July 
4th and turns over the reins to Gemini through the remainder of the Cancer cycle. 
The vibes are excellent for romance and sociability especially if you have the planet or 
others in these signs. Mars occupies Cancer through July 21 and highlights the 
domestic scene, water activity, culinary offerings and summer games. Mars opposes 
Pluto on July 2 and makes a power play; we will keep our eye on the globe with this 
aspect which has war vibes; weaker nations cannot win with clashes out of control and 
often linked to destruction despite the heavy financial and body toll. If you have this 
conjunction in your chart, avoid conflict with others. Saturn in Sagittarius travels in 
retrograde motion affecting those of you born December 14-17 as well as mutable 
signs Gemini, Virgo and Pisces born with Sun, Moon or planets at 22-24 degrees of 
these signs (think Trump and Comey). You feel the effects if you are a member of 
these signs or have planets at these degrees. Words carry a lot of weight now with the 
number of mutable planets in opposition to one another. Choose words (and Tweets) 
carefully to avoid major misunderstandings. We continue to experience a beneficial 
Grand Trine in Fire Signs through November; Uranus is in Aries, Saturn in Sagittarius 
and the North Node of the Moon in Leo. These placements help if you have planets in 
fire signs. Gravitate toward activities that bring more joy. Don’t be surprised if 
children become more philosophical and interested in solving world problems. The 
current round of eclipses syncs with their creative minds. Uranus in Aries clashes with 
Mars in Cancer on July 18 and is in stressful aspect to Pluto in Capricorn. Keep your 
tempers and emotions under control and stay on top of unforeseen circumstances that 
may crop up and affect your routines. Mars rules machinery so be cautious driving, 
working with electrical equipment and traveling in storms. Uranus in good aspect to 
the North Node in Leo offers confidence and inspiration to conflicted circumstances 
both personally and globally. The activity of those of you born April 17-20 gets the 
most attention, especially if you are making major moves or changing routines due to 
evolving life circumstances. Affected by the Grand Trine in fire signs are Aries, Leos 
and Sagittarians born with planets at 27-28 degrees. Cardinal signs Cancer, Aries, 
Capricorn and Libra born with planets at these degrees experience wide awakenings, 
surprises and unexpected shifts in life conditions. Children may claim the spotlight or 
emerge as leaders in their spheres of interest. Neptune went retrograde in Pisces on 
June 16 and goes direct on November 19; those born March 3-6 feel it the 
strongest this month; also affected positively are Cancers and Scorpios born with 
planets at 13-14 degrees of their signs. If you are a mutable sign, Gemini, Virgo, 
Sagittarius or Pisces born with planets at 13-14 degrees of your sign, you’ll need to 
take caution when signing papers, listening to sales pitches, negotiating agreements or 
entering new relationships. Stay alert and get to the bottom of nebulous interactions. 
Pisces with this conjunction may feel a lot more intuitive with ESP making a strong 
statement. Pluto in Capricorn is retrograde through September 28. This month it 
travels over the 17th and 18th degrees and most affects Capricorns born January 6-9; 
Cancers born July 8-11, and Libras born October 9-12. Review the house in your chart 
where Pluto is traveling and identify places where you feel stuck. Pluto is most 
powerful in the early days of July (see Mars above). Chiron in Pisces is retrograde, 
too, and challenges you find answers to troubling dilemmas if you are a Pisces born 
March 18-20. Create a positive environment that gives you an opportunity to assess 
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old wounds and create healing conditions. Freedom brings true joy. Next month we 
will focus more on the eclipses taking place in August during Leo’s influence.  

 

LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES 
 
 JUNE 21: Sun Enters Cancer, 12:24 AM EDT  

JUNE 25: New Moon in Cancer, 10:30 PM EDT, 2° d 47’ 

JULY 9: Full Moon in Capricorn, 12:07 AM EDT, 17°j 09’  

JULY 22: Sun Enters Leo, 11:16 AM EDT 

        
PEOPLE, PLACES, EVENTS, AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS 
 

 The Gemini newsletter generated several comments and questions on the UK 
and all the news coming from London as well as current events in the U.S. and the 
state of government in America.  
 
U.S. Government News: Take your pick. The themes could fill a book: no health care 
substitute yet and only Republicans working secretly on the new proposal suggest a 
weak product to date and they are not looking for feedback from Democrats or public 
critics; inner circle of the White House lawyering up; hints that key White House staff 
are leaving, swapping jobs and making a case for why little of substance has been 
accomplished to date; Twitter feed continues to shake up the wee-hour social 
airwaves with plenty of individuals incorrectly blamed for the stalemate at the White 
House and the Russia connections; and sadly, isolationism over the dismissal of the 
importance of the Paris Agreement which unites most countries in advancing a climate 
change agenda. Odd that only Syria, Nicaragua and the U.S. have opted out of this 
highly favored agreement. Making headlines in the next few months based on the 
location of the eclipses and natal planets are: President Trump (born at the time of a 
Full Moon Lunar Eclipse and in the middle of numerous eclipse aspects/conjunctions to 
his Ascendant, to Mars, the planet of aggression, and other planets); VP Mike Pence, 
General James Mattis, Jared Kushner, Sean Spicer, Mike Flynn (more reveals 
emerging), James Comey, Robert Mueller (big role playing out this summer), Paul 
Manafort, and Steve Bannon (fat shaming Sean); and the June 20 special election in 
Georgia. Countries in high focus that affect the U.S.: North Korea, Iran (the chart of 
the Iran/U.S. nuclear deal had Venus in Leo in hard aspect to Saturn in Scorpio at the 
same degrees as the upcoming August 21 eclipse; reminds me of term limits on a 
treaty where much opposition exists), Syria, Russia; Kim Jong Il, Vladimir Putin, and 
members of NATO alliance. Watch June 25th (making early aspects to the August 21 
Solar Eclipse at 29 Leo); hot beds are simmering and ready to boil over; many believe 
war is on the horizon. Stay tuned.  
 
The United Kingdom (UK): The UK is a Capricorn country based on the January 
1,1801 most favored chart depicting the Union of Great Britain and Ireland. I found 
three others dating back to 1066 when William the Conqueror was named the first King 
of England and as late as December 12, 1931 for the Statute of Westminster which 
created the British Commonwealth of Nations. I found still another date for the union 
of England and Scotland dated May 1, 1907. Recent attempts at Scottish Independence 
have crumbled under Nicola Sturgeon, Scotland’s First Minister. London, the UK’s 
capital city is Gemini based on the Magna Carta date of June 10, 1215 although 
London existed in Roman times. London has been prominent in the news often related 
to frequent terrorism strikes, the June fire at Grenfell Tower and the Ariana Grande 
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concert in Manchester for which ISIS claimed ownership. Another issue in high focus is 
elections. On June 8, the General Election failed to give the Tories a parliamentary 
majority leading to the uncertain future of conservative Prime Minister, Theresa May, 
a Libra born October 1 who ran against the Labor Party’s Jeremy Corbyn, a Gemini 
born May 26 whose candidacy fueled the biggest voting surge in 25 years in his quest to 
unseat his Tory opponent (huge turnout of younger voters ages 18-24). Also a factor is 
voter support for remaining in the EU (Labor had 14 more points for staying) vs. Tories 
with a 7 percent lead over “Leave” backers. As I write this section news has broken 
that a planned speech by Queen Elizabeth on June 21, may be delivered without the 
backing of the Democratic Unionist Party (DUP) as promised two weeks ago by Theresa 
May putting a strain on country-wide support and on the upcoming Brexit talks. The 
Commons majority is gone. May’s strength appears to be diminishing so let’s call it iffy 
to stay in power at this point. Meanwhile a look at London’s natal chart and 
progressions shows all four corners (Houses 1, 4, 7, 10) and the London natal Sun under 
the influence of the February 26th Solar eclipse in Pisces and the 2nd and 8th money 
houses and the 3rd and 9th transportation, negotiation, communication, agreements 
legal and political matters under the strong influence of the February 10 eclipse and 
the upcoming August 7 and 21 lunar and solar eclipses. Right now Dark Moon Lilith 
joins the London natal Venus, Ascendant and Sun conjunction in Gemini. Change is in 
the wind. Could the UK be in line for a transfer of power and a show of allegiance to 
more liberal leanings? Follow the stories for breaking news.  

Wolfgang Puck: This Austrian-born American celebrity Chef and restaurateur is a 
Cancer born July 8. His signature dish at his original restaurant, Spago, is House 
Smoked Salmon Pizza. Spago was inducted into the Nation’s Restaurant News Fine 
Dining Hall of Fame and in 1994 received the James Beard Restaurant of the Year 
Award as well as several awards of excellence along with two Michelin stars in 2008 
and 2009. Just this year, Wolfgang received a Star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame for 
his work in the television industry and was named the 2017 Gold Plate winner by the 
International Foodservice Manufacturers Association. His chart shows abundant passion 
for cooking and design with Uranus, the Sun and Juno in Cancer; Venus, Pallas and 
Pluto in dramatic Leo, his discipline for mastery with Saturn and Ceres in Virgo and his 
Chiron, Vesta and Moon in Sagittarius indicating his love of travel and an international 
reputation. Jupiter in Capricorn in his solar 7th House of the public shows his 
widespread appeal and versatility in cooking California, French and Fusion style 
cuisine. Natal Jupiter in his chart receives the most attention this year with an intense 
aspect from Uranus and the impact of the August 21 eclipse. Watch the news for major 
developments. 

READERS’ CORNER 

 Thank you for the many questions, feedback and comments you sent during the 
past month highlighting the Ascendant discussion. Several individuals wrote in asking 
for information about Venus, the love planet and its place in the natal chart. One 
individual asked how Venus’s expression differs by signs. I hope you find this section 
helpful.   

 

 Q. I am a Cancer born July 21 and my fiancé’s birthday is August 23. What can you tell 
me about our Venus connection? How important is it?    
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A. You were born with Venus in Leo and this planet falls on your Virgo fiancé’s Moon, 
located in his first house. He has Leo on the Ascendant. You are always on each other’s mind, a 
beautiful emotional connection. His Venus is in Virgo and it favorably falls on Mars in Virgo in 
your 8th House of intimacy, a very strong connection for your love life. Another nice chart 
connection is that his Ascendant, Leo is the same as your 7th House of partners and your 
Aquarius Ascendant is his 7th House of partners. Enjoy the compatibility. Details about Venus in 
the signs follow.  

 

Aries Passion is the name of the game; really gets your attention—but it may not last. 
Falls in love quickly & ardently; erotic compulsion; idealistic, imaginative, 
persuasive, very demonstrative in relationships; impulsive attitude toward 
money; tendency toward money-making schemes which often come to nothing; 
gives unexpected gifts to loved ones; quarrelsome in relationships; loves the 
chase. 
SIGN OF ITS DETRIMENT. 
 

Taurus Venus is a happy camper in this sign – just like the Goddess in her softest, 
silkiest, most form-fitting gown – earthy greens and browns; gives great 
backrubs, bakes the best cookies, loves the domestic side (either sex), and picks 
out the most expensive items in the salon. Totally and completely in love and 
believes relationships can last forever; sometimes linger in relationships that are 
past their prime; they think about the time and dollars they have invested in 
you; possessive; sometimes they smother; need to watch weight in later years; 
really appreciative of music and arts; have trouble keeping balance between 
pleasure, comfort, and acquisition.  SIGN OF ITS RULERSHIP. 

 

Gemini Venus is a flirt in Gemini – sometimes interested in more than one person at a 
time; the qualities of love here may be lighthearted, even in marriage; cavalier 
attitude toward commitments, yet they keep the relationship full of adventure 
and youthfulness; duality may be present; needs intellectual rapport with 
partner; expresses emotions charmingly yet inconsistently; good business 
acumen, yet they fritter money away in drips and drabs; loves the plastic!   
Values: they like to try a little bit of everything; foods, objects, experiences, 
people – especially people; high school cheerleader; May-December romances. 

 

Cancer Says “I love you” by feeding you gourmet treats often and unexpectedly; just 
knew you probably were waiting for that scrumptious cheesecake; attuned to 
creature comforts like a cup of tea on a cold afternoon, a backrub for your 
aching shoulders; affectionate and sympathetic; thin-skinned; may show love in 
a parental way; sometime claustrophobic in protecting loved ones; emotions 
may run high; controlling; tends to worry about partners; needs a nest; prefers 
investments; finances may be dicey during periods of life. 

 

Leo Loves to exalt the partner; worships in a sense; wants to dominate the loved 
one, yet in a charming way; loyalty, heartfelt warmth and affection are present; 
you know this partner cares – so do others; loves drama; knows how they look 
when they are touched and embraced; needs feedback; extravagant and 
generous toward partner and loved ones, even if financially burdensome; loves 
clothes, jewelry, exotic hairdos, theatre, luxury hotels, and crystal; loves to 
laugh and enjoy life; children make them happy; this one may call in the 
skywriter to announce feelings; just loves romantic overtures; very creative 
occupations. 

          
Virgo Spends a lot of time on hygiene before dates, in courting; can be critical of 

partner; analyzes actions and habits to “help them for their greatest good”; 
attitudes can often hinder emotional relationships; often marry late or divorce; 
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may ask you to remove lipstick or when you’re not looking, they wipe it off; 
sometimes preoccupied with virginity; good with finances.  SIGN OF ITS FALL. 

 

Libra Business and emotional partnerships powerfully stressed and fulfill personal 
expectations; often in love with love and mistake it for true love; must be 
cautious when bonding; feelings are fragile; can hold resentments; big on 
manners and etiquette; usually this sign means Lady Venus is happy and joyful 
in relationships; the marrying kind; must have creature comforts; generosity 
often leads to extravagance; matchmaker type; a honeymoon on the Love Boat 
would do the trick; Cruise Director of the Zodiac; joiners of groups like Parents 
Without Partners.  SIGN OF ITS RULERSHIP. 

 

Scorpio Venus is mysterious, seductive, magnetic, beautiful –and may be wearing black; 
stalks and conquers and you don’t have a choice; jealous, too; deeply 
passionate and highly emotional; possessive; needs balance; associated with big 
business and commodities, other people’s money; excels in the Department of 
Depth and Passion; your life will change forever if you take the plunge—and no 
leaving; weight issues.  SIGN OF ITS DETRIMENT. 

 

Sagittarius Elusive love—marries late or lots of engagements; capable of idealistic love yet 
is clear that all freedom is not going to be sacrificed; unique partners and 
partnership arrangements; loves partners with accents, yachts, and horses as 
accessories; likes partners with degrees and flexible checkbooks - they are 
nonchalant about money; will run like crazy if you are “hovering”; go for the 
exotic cuisine, foreign films; white water rafting; will blow you away with 
response to affections, but the fragile need not apply. 

 

Capricorn Elegant Venus appears and that means evening gowns, tuxes, jewels, patron of 
the arts, the limo or the surrey, luxury cars, and appearances at benefits; loves 
antiques and anyone or anything who has been around long enough to show its 
worth; not cold but starved for something; give this person a hug; often 
sacrifices for loved ones; chilly in showing affections sometimes, yet faithful to 
the end; they know how to make money work for them; make be demanding as 
a parent because they want their children to have the best. 

 

Aquarius “Far out” Venus may opt for the trip to Mars to find a mate; nothing boring 
here and may not be looking for a normal relationship; likes to keep things on a 
“want to” rather than a “have to” basis; thrills family by bringing home a 
partner from another race, creed, culture, or gender; just as likely to fall in 
love with an Astrologer because of the unique profession; kind, charitable, 
humanitarian; often unemotional and detached yet will do anything for anyone; 
need personal freedom in relationship and want respect; attracts and repels at 
the same time depending upon the people involved; sensible with money 
responsibilities. 

 

Pisces Here comes “Cinderella” with the dreams and wishes and the Fairy godmother 
ready to help your dreams come true also. Loves happy endings, poetry, 
romance, love at first sight, stories about how lovers met for the first time; 
this one will get it right even if it takes a dozen unions - - the search is 
unending; tends not to see the faults of lovers, so may be taken advantage of 
especially in early life; totally ruled by the emotions; genuinely expresses 
feelings; a champion for the underdog; sacrifices plenty for loved ones; outlook 
not always rational; needs a financial or business manager; don’t ask this Venus 
to balance a checkbook; generous and charitable. VENUS IS EXALTED IN THIS 
SIGN. 
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Thank you to all who sent in questions and comments about earlier newsletters. I 
appreciate your feedback on the Gemini issue and welcome your thoughts on this one. Follow 
me on Twitter@AstroOnDemand for comments and at www.astrologyondemand.com for blogs. 
This Newsletter posts on Facebook. 

QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “Nothing is impossible to a willing heart.” …John Heywood  
 

OFFICE HOURS 
 

 Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 11 am–6 pm. 
 Tuesday: 12-6 pm. 
 Thursday: 12-6 pm. 
 Saturday: 11 am-4 pm. 
 All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours. 

 

Information about the sign of the month is general and may not address the actual 
activity in your chart. If this is your birthday month or if you are interested in learning more 
about how the current cycles affect your chart, call me to schedule an appointment for a 
personal consultation or a coaching session. For a unique approach give the gift of a 
consultation or a written report to a loved one or associate. Gift certificates are available in 
the amount of your choice. Refer a friend who could use a new perspective and receive a $15 
discount toward your next consultation. I look forward to hearing from you. All payments now 
via PayPal tied to my g-mail account alice.deville27@gmail.com. 

 
The numerous downloadable reports I offer include a color natal chart: Astro-Talk 

Complete Natal Interpretation Report, Child Star (intended for the younger set from infant 
through 16), Friends and Lovers to compare your data with a romantic partner, friend or 
business partner, Life Progressions which highlight important life stages for the current year or 
so, Solar Return report which describes the year from birthday to birthday; or Timeline Report 
that covers a year of transits highlighting how current planets affect your life. You can also 
give a gift certificate for a personal consultation.    
   

HHHaaappppppyyy   FFFooouuurrrttthhh   ooofff   JJJuuulllyyy   aaannnddd   eeennnjjjoooyyy   ttthhheee   sssuuummmmmmeeerrr,,,    

 
Alice 
 
Alice DeVille  
Consulting Services 
Office: (813) 374-5398 
Twitter@AstroOnDemand 
www.astrologyondemand.com 
 
NOTE: I usually keep files for five years and continuously update both online and postal mailing 
lists. If you have moved in the past six months, please send your current address. To be 
removed from this mailing list or to make a mailing address change, send a message to 
DeVilleAA@aol.com. Many thanks.  

 

                              

http://www.astrologyondemand.com/
mailto:alice.deville27@gmail.com
http://www.astrologyondemand.com/
mailto:DeVilleAA@aol.com

